Male Wolverine Travels 900 km and Crosses I-80 on His Way to Colorado, the First Documented Occurrence There Since 1919
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Hello,

2009 was an interesting and productive year for the project. The most unique event was the dispersal of a young male wolverine from northwestern Wyoming. We radio-monitored him while he covered over 900 kilometers, crossed a portion of the Great Divide Basin, successfully navigated Interstate-80 on Memorial Day weekend, and eventually made his way to Rocky Mountain National Park in Colorado. This event marked the first verified occurrence of a wolverine in Colorado since 1919, nearly a century ago. This dispersal generated quite a bit of wolverine media coverage and hopefully will help get the public interested in the species and conservation efforts for wolverines.
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Why Do Wolverines Need Metapopulation-level Conservation Action & What Would the Priorities Be?

Conserving wolverines in the lower 48 over the course of the 21st century may prove to be one of the more difficult challenges among the many that wildlife and land managers will face. It is expensive and often dangerous to access the places where wolverines live and give birth in an attempt to understand what is happening with the population and how to manage it. Add to these difficulties the scale over which coordination and conservation must occur (the western states and provinces), and the task becomes even more daunting. Top that with climate change, potential impacts from backcountry recreation, rural sprawl, and the fact that many people don’t know and possibly don’t even care what a wolverine is, and one might ask – why even try?

However, wolverines can be viewed as a vehicle, an opportunity if you will, to take some of these difficult challenges head-on and advance the legacy of conservation in North America. What will it take to conserve wolverines?

We will have to address the issues of scale and protected areas. When our national parks and public lands were established, we did not understand the true scale over which populations of terrestrial wildlife functioned. The original boundaries of the world’s first national park, Yellowstone, were drawn around scenic wonders and geothermal features. Wildlife was a bit of an afterthought, but soon we learned that the park could function as a refugia. Nearly a century later, we learned that conserving grizzly bears in Yellowstone required us to think beyond the park as a refugia and begin managing the park along with its surrounding public lands as a unit (the Greater Yellowstone Area). Now we know that wolverines require us to take the next step and begin developing a network of open space among the National Parks and Public Lands of the western U.S. – Connectivity between Glacier, Grand Teton, and Rocky Mountain National Parks for instance. Perhaps instead of a daunting task for wolverines, this is an opportunity to build western communities in a way that preserves the character and open space so valuable to residents here. With rural sprawl knocking at the door, diverse interests may find common ground in maintaining open space. If these efforts can be informed by wildlife research on dispersal and migrations, then it is possible that we can overcome this major challenge for wildlife conservation.

Conserving wolverines will also require that we make smart moves aimed at coming through climate change. Perhaps most challenging, we will have to implement a wolverine monitoring program so that we can understand what exactly needs to be done and be able to gauge our success. This will include the hard work of determining and adjusting (if necessary) for the increased amount of backcountry recreation.

So there are significant challenges. But was it less challenging at the start of the 20th century with decimated wildlife populations, commercial hunting, a lack of public lands, no state agencies focused on wildlife management, and the Great Depression? Our degree of success will improve if we identify, prioritize, and act upon the things that need to be done. Here is our current thinking on why and how to go about conserving wolverines here during the 21st century. We invite your help in refining this suggested course of action and moving the right things forward.
We started the 2008/2009 winter season with 11 wolverines on the air, 6 of which were adult females. As a result of our den survey efforts during spring 2008, we also had information on areas that may hold an additional 18 wolverines – 10 adult females, 5 adult males, and 3 dispersing-aged wolverines. Based on the locations of these unmarked wolverines we ran a small but targeted capture effort during December ’08-February’09. These efforts resulted in 7 wolverine captures (5 new captures, 2 recaptures) during a total of 138 trap-nights (1 wolverine capture/20 trap-nights for this targeted effort). One of these individuals was not radio-implanted due to a heart condition. We also radio-implanted and GPS collared an additional wolverine that was incidentally captured by a recreational trapper on Menan Buttes in Idaho, and we recaptured a dispersing-aged female in Montana. A total of 7 wolverines were handled during the winter, including 6 new individuals. At present we are radio-monitoring 9 wolverines (5 adult females, 3 dispersing-age wolverines, and 1 adult male). We lost 4 due to expiration of their implant batteries (3M 1F), and are currently unable to relocate another 4 (2M 2F) who have either moved large distances or their implants have failed prematurely.

We adapted our handling protocol to include use of a pulse-oximeter, administration of oxygen, and improved thermal regulation. We also decided to end targeted box-capture efforts by February 15 in areas known to contain reproductive aged females in order to avoid capturing late-term pregnant females and/or lactating females with cubs.

This spring’s den detection test was successful in that the blind search using the fixed-wing technique matched exactly with what the telemetry and follow-up data indicated. However, it was less informative than we had hoped because both techniques indicated that none of the 6 adult females successfully reproduced this year. So, although the technique determined what actually happened, we did not come away with a den detection rate. So the question remains – If 10 wolverine dens are present, how many can we detect with blind, fixed-wing surveys? We were however able to show that the technique can provide a relatively inexpensive method of aerial track detection and thus wolverine distribution.

Over the spring/summer we monitored 3 individuals during their dispersal movements. This included the movement of a subadult male from northwestern Wyoming to Colorado, making him the first confirmed wolverine in Colorado since 1919.

During calendar years 2008 and 2009 we radio-monitored 20 different wolverines for a total of 23-wolverine-years. This included reproductive observations of 7 different females during a total of 12 reproductive opportunities with one reproduction documented (1 cub of unknown sex). We also recorded one mortality during this period (a juvenile male).

Photo 3. A camera bait site and the resulting picture that was used to identify a known age subadult female whose VHF transmitter had failed prematurely. This subadult was then target trapped during January 2009 to continue monitoring her for dispersal and age at first reproduction (for information about identifying individual wolverines from photographs see Magoun et al. 2008).
**Winter 08-09 Field Season: A Targeted Effort in the CLE**

As outlined in the last WCS Wolverine Progress Report (Nov. ‘08), we conducted aerial den surveys in the Central Linkage Ecosystem (CLE) during spring 2008. Two confirmed dens of unmarked wolverines were aerially located in the CLE that year. The recognized presence of a reproductive wolverine population, including dispersal aged subadults, spurred a winter field trapping session in the CLE. Dispersing-aged subadults were targeted for capture and fitting with GPS collars prior to dispersal, which could provide valuable inter-mountain range connectivity data. Resident females of this area were also targeted to acquire reproductive data.

Last winter field season, we experimented with a portable trap design (Lofroth et al. 2008) constructed of commercial 4”x4” untreated lumber that can be pre-assembled and transported in the field as needed with snowmobiles (Photo 6). We also drilled numerous small holes in the top and sides to prevent condensation and potential hypothermia. This trap differed from the log box trap design we had used previously which was constructed in the field of dead and down wood found on site and not capable of being transported. Three of these portable traps were used this winter.

Four new wolverines were captured in the CLE area. M558, was captured in January, implanted with VHF and collared with a GPS collar. A previously reproductive adult female, F551, was captured in the same trap a couple of days later and was also fit with a VHF implant and GPS collar. Both animals are currently in the mountain range of original capture. F551 is notable in that she is an adult female that appears to have a home range overlapping two states and a US highway. She also used portions of 3 National Forests. The third wolverine captured was F541, a juvenile female captured and presumably one of the cubs observed on May 16, 2008 at a rendezvous site (one of the dens aerially located). Also captured was F540, a previously reproductive adult female.

F540’s capture event was noteworthy because when she was anesthetized she had an irregular heartbeat. In spring 2008, the WCS Wolverine Program revamped its capture gear to include a veterinary pulse oximeter, bottled oxygen setup, and more warming equipment to battle hypothermia. The importance of the new equipment was validated during this capture, as the pulse oximeter aided in diagnosing the irregular heartbeat, and adequate oxygen perfusion to tissues was able to be maintained using bottled oxygen despite the circulatory system anomaly. We chose not to implant F540 with VHF due to her heart condition, but she was fit with a GPS collar. Based on the GPS data, F540 returned to normal movements after the capture.
Photos 5-8. Remote cameras were used as part of an efficient capture effort. With limited personnel and time to trap a large area we relied on remote cameras to learn when a wolverine was using a bait prior to setting up a portable trap and beginning the daily trap checking routine. This method saved time and resources compared to running all traps all winter – with the majority of the time the traps not having wolverine activity.

**Aerial Locations 2008-2009**
During 2008 and 2009, we radio-located 20 wolverines (12 F, 8 M) a total of 1,026 times. These wolverines were spread over a large geographic area including 4 different states (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and Colorado).

**Determining Den Detection Rate for Fixed-wing Surveys**
During spring 2008, we began developing a fixed-wing aerial wolverine distribution/den survey method. The method focuses on confirmation of a breeding population rather than only the presence of wolverine tracks. Locating a den leaves no doubt as to the presence of a population, and tracks are documented while searching for a den anyway. Using this method to locate dens could also prove to be useful as an index of wolverine reproduction and can produce other important info, e.g., den habitat, DNA, known-age cubs for demographic data, etc...

Before this technique can be deemed useful for indexing wolverine reproduction, it needs to be tested for it’s capability to “blind-locate” dens that are known (via telemetry) to be present. We began this test during spring 2009. The test consisted of a comparison between the number of dens found on the study area via telemetry locations vs. the number found by an observer using the blind search den survey method. The observer was of course unaware of the telemetry locations of the marked females or whether we suspected that any of them had reproduced.
Survey Areas  We determined the area to be searched for tracks/dens by calculating the minimum habitat score (based on Brock et al. 2007) of all 28 natal den and rendezvous sites that we have documented during the study (Inman et al. 2007b). We considered all areas scoring as high as these den sites to be “maternal habitat,” and searched all survey grid cells overlapping maternal habitat. We did not search areas consisting of <100km² of primary wolverine habitat (Brock et al. 2007) because this is the minimum female home range size (Hornocker and Hash 1981, Copeland 1996, Squires et al. 2006, Copeland and Yates 2006, Inman et al. 2007a).

Survey Timing  Three factors influenced our decision on timing of conducting surveys, i.e., the length of time after a track-clearing snowfall to wait and let tracks accumulate before searching: 1) maximizing the number of ‘flyable days’ considering the commonly inclement weather during the spring survey period, 2) minimizing the flight/personnel time and cost spent investigating extraneous tracks (non-target species), and 3) minimizing the flight/personnel time and cost required to follow a wolverine track to a den site. Thus we wanted to fly as soon as possible after a track clearing snowfall. Conversely, we are cautious about flying after long periods with no covering snowfall because tracks can melt during spring or a lot of tracks can accumulate, both wolverine and non-target species, potentially making it more difficult and time consuming to follow a myriad of tracks to determine if they are wolverine and/or follow wolverine tracks back to a den. These factors guided our determination of an appropriate grid-cell size.
Survey Grid Cell Size  Using GPS collar movement data from a female rearing cubs, we calculated movement areas and determined that hexagonal survey cells of 12.5km² would be the right size to allow track detection of a reproductive female in as little as 24 hours after a track clearing snowfall. This relatively small grid cell size would result in 8 cells within the minimum female home range size. This density of cells ensures adequate coverage of all areas within the home range. Survey cells were arranged to completely overlap the maternal habitat outlined above.

Results of the Spring 2009 Den Detection Rate Test  Six radio implanted adult females being monitored for reproduction using VHF telemetry flights were used to test our aerial den detection survey method (Fig. 5). In early April, after almost a month of weather delays, an observer without knowledge of the telemetry location results conducted the blind den detection survey within the home ranges of the marked females. The observer identified tracks as wolverine within each of the female’s home ranges and identified concentrated tracks/activity in 4 of 6 female home ranges. This initial flight was followed up with ground visits (weather too poor to fly) at 2 of the 4 concentrated activity sites. At one site there was no new activity and at the other site there was a mtn. goat carcass, but no new activity. The other 2 of 4 sites with concentrated activity were aerially inspected one week after the initial flight. One site showed no activity in the drainage. The other site had one set of wolverine tracks moving through the drainage, but no concentrated activity. This track prompted a second flight 5 days later that showed no activity in the area.

Without continued use at any of the 4 sites of concentrated activity, the test den detection survey concluded that none of the 6 females had reproduced. This matches the results of the VHF telemetry flights during the denning period plus the subsequent observations and camera work through the summer (details of efforts used to determine reproduction via telemetry and follow-up efforts are below in the Demographics section). Unfortunately, the lack of reproduction prevented us from obtaining a den detection rate at this time (0/0) (Table 2). However, we were able to gain insight into our ability to find tracks with this relatively inexpensive method.

Tracks recorded as wolverine were found in each of the six female home ranges searched. This information can be useful for suggesting current distribution and could be valuable in occupancy modeling.

The test flight occupied a pilot and observer for about two days (11.25 total flight hrs, 6 survey hrs & 5.25 ferry hrs). The flight crew searched 163 cells (2037 km²) for an averaged of 2.2 min/12.5 km² cell. Follow up to check areas with concentrated activity consisted of 1.5 days for 2 technicians to check areas of activity on the ground and <1 hour (3.7 hours including ferry) of flight time to check areas of activity from the air. Total cost was similar to that outlined in our 2008 report – approximately $3,000 per 1,000km² of habitat and 7 person-days. This includes ferry time and purchase of a remote camera. If the effort was limited to simply surveying for tracks, the cost would be about $750 per 1,000 km² without ferry time to the site.

Table 2. Track and den detection rate results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year (Spring)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult female home ranges surveyed</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home ranges with tracks detected during survey</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track detection rate</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult females radio-monitored for reproduction</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual dens (telemetry &amp; follow-ups)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey method dens located</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Den detection rate</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dispersal

Monitoring a Long-Distance Dispersal, Northwest WY to Northeast CO

On December 20, 2008 WCS captured a young male wolverine, M56, near Togwotee Pass, Wyoming. He was implanted, fit with a GPS collar, and released.

Over the next several months (Jan-Mar) M56 was located in the Leidy Highland area between Togwotee Pass and the Gros Ventre River. We thank the Absaroka Beartooth Wolverine Project for providing several additional telemetry flights during this period. However, there were two flights when M56 was missing, and we began wondering if this young male had begun to make exploratory movements. The last location in the Leidy Highlands was in mid-March and by the end of March it was apparent M56 was no longer in the area. WCS conducted extensive search flights and on April 6th we found M56 in the southern Wind River Range near Lander with the GPS collar still on. The collar was scheduled to fall off by this date, thus the collar release mechanism had failed to function. Three days later an oil-field worker reported to WY G&F that he saw a wolverine running on a dirt road near Freighter Gap, Wyoming (between the southern Winds and Rock Springs, WY). The man stated that “if the wolverine was wearing a collar, it was white”, a description that matches M56’s collar. Wyoming Game and Fish visited the site and verified wolverine tracks (M. Grenier, Wyoming Game and Fish, pers. comm.).

Poor weather prevented search flights until later in April when we found M56 in the Green...
Mountains, east of the Wind River Range, leaving us wondering where all he had been on his excursion through the Great Divide Basin and hoping that his GPS collar might tell us. M56 next moved north to the Granite Mountains, but at this point the GPS collar’s VHF could no longer be heard. In the Granite Mountains M56 was found scavenging a dead cow near the Bug Ranch and Bug Ranch and WCS personnel were able to get a visual on M56 and verify that he was still wearing the GPS collar. So now the collar VHF had failed in addition to the release mechanism failing. This is the last time M56’s collar has been seen. It is no longer on M56, so the collar is somewhere between central Wyoming and northeast CO.

Through the middle of May, M56 moved east, crossing the North Platte River to the Shirley Mountains. After a break in the Shirley Mountains, M56 started moving south towards Interstate 80. Aerial and ground telemetry leads us to believe that M56 crossed I-80 near where Dana Ridge meets the interstate sometime between midnight and 4 AM on Memorial Day. He was first located south of I-80 at 5:30 AM on May 23rd (Photo 10) and he continued to move that morning until about 10 AM when he moved into tree cover on the east side of Elk Mountain.

After spending a week on Elk Mountain, M56 continued south to the Snowy Range. While near the crest of the Snowies, we were able to watch an aborted attempt to cross WY Hwy 130 at 8:31 AM (Photo 11). M56 approached WY Hwy 130 and, just as he got on top of a small rise above the road, two cars heading east came past. This made him stop. Just after the two cars passed, a motorcycle heading west came by and this made him run into a small patch of trees away from the road and off the rise. M56 continued west along the north side of the road and didn’t cross the road before weather forced us to stop flying.
The failed road crossing attempt didn’t stop M56 from continuing south. The next morning he was over 10 miles south, moving a minimum of 31 miles in 24 hours. Near Mountain Home, WY aerial locations indicated he bumped into a housing development. He went straight north away from the development about a half mile before continuing east and crossing WY Hwy 230 between 9:00 and 9:06 AM (Photo 12). At this point he was within three miles of the CO border. Poor weather prohibited flying the next morning (6/2/09), but a window in the afternoon allowed a flight. M56 was over 20 miles southeast into CO on the Roosevelt National Forest at that time. After a brief slow down in the Roosevelt NF, M56 crossed CO Hwy 14 (between 12:30 and 12:45 PM) and was in Rocky Mountain National Park. He has continued to use the area around Rocky Mountain NP and the surrounding Routt, Roosevelt, and Arapaho National Forests during the summer. The Colorado Division of Wildlife has been aerially monitoring him during the summer and fall.

This movement was exciting to watch, and it also generated significant interest in wolverines, not only in Colorado, but around the nation. Over 150 media outlets covered the story of the first wolverine documented in Colorado since 1919, including a front page article in the Denver Post, a feature article in the New York Times, and several outlets outside of North America. This movement confirmed that long distance dispersal through large areas of arid, treeless habitat is possible for certain wolverines and genetic exchange is possible between areas like Colorado/California and the northern Rockies/Cascades. This movement between two major habitat blocks (Greater Yellowstone and Colorado) is an excellent example of why wolverines need to be managed as a metapopulation within the western states.
M56 – The Numbers as of July 1, 2009
-Straight line distance from point of capture to furthest location was 541 km (336 miles).
-Minimum distance traveled since capture was 942 km (585 miles).
-Located on 6 National Forests, 3 BLM Districts, 1 National Park, WY and CO State Lands, and Private Lands
-Average rate of movement during dispersal (April 6 – June 9) was 9.8 Km/day. To approximate minimum distance travelled within 24 hours, we grouped VHF locations into separate 21-27 hour periods and the general pattern of movement was either travelling, 17.8 – 57.6 Km (average 36.1 Km, n=6, time 22.0-27.0 hours) or not travelling, 0.3 – 5.9 Km (average 2.2 Km, n=11, time 22.0 – 25.8 hours).
-9 significant roads crossed:
  1 interstate: I80; 3 US highways: 287 (twice), 34 (within RMNP); 5 state highways: WY 28, WY 220, WY 130, WY 230, CO 14
Menan Buttes Capture
On January 22, 2009 a bobcat trapper caught a wolverine on Menan Buttes west of Rigby, ID and contacted Idaho Fish and Game regarding how to handle or release the animal. IDFG employees, including Bryan Aber, met the trapper at Menan Buttes later that day and sedated the animal. The wolverine had been caught in a #3 coil-spring trap. Its foot and body condition were evaluated and the wolverine was determined to be in good condition. The wolverine was transported in a large (cougar/wolf) aluminum transport box to the Driggs Vet Clinic where he was held overnight and a full examination was planned for the next morning. On January 23, the wolverine (M57) was examined and a foot x-ray showed the only damage to be one dislocated joint in the center toe. Overall, M57 appeared to be in good condition and was fit with an implant and GPS collar. M57 was transported and released in Greater Yellowstone. Currently, WCS along with Jason Wilmot of the Northern Rockies Conservation Cooperative and Dan Tyers of the Gallatin National Forest are cooperating in monitoring this wolverine.

F544’s dispersal
We also documented dispersal within the CLE. F544, the sibling of M545 (see mortality below), was captured in SW Montana in May 2008. She was found consistently in the initial area captured until November 2008, but was often missing during telemetry flights at the end of December and January. However, poor winter weather prevented us from making extensive searches when she was missing. By early winter 2009 she began exploratory movement two mountain ranges north of her original capture and since and was located there until June 2009. Her implanted radio-transmitter had malfunctioned and was transmitting at twice the normal rate, which uses twice the battery power. We have not been able to locate her since June; this could be due to implant battery failure, but we will continue to scan for her during telemetry flights.

Photo 14. Camera trap photo of F544
Demographics

Reproduction

None of the six adult females we monitored during spring 2009 showed evidence of successful reproduction. From February 1 through April 8, the number of VHF locations ranged from 16 – 19 for 5 adult females and 10 VHF plus 65 GPS locations for one adult female. This included periods of intensive locations when two locations per day allowed a better understanding of their movements. One female (F121) raised some suspicion during the VHF telemetry relocations because she appeared to be restricting movement during early spring to a smaller than expected area of her normal home range. F121 was investigated further during late spring and summer to determine if she had cubs. Three sites that she used on more than one occasion during the VHF telemetry flights were investigated and five instances of snow tracking, remote camera photographs, and on the ground visuals failed to reveal any indication that F121 had cubs (Photo 15).

So far we have radio-monitored almost 40 adult female (>3yrs) reproductive-years. Total reproductive rate is 0.24 cubs per female per year, or approximately 1 cub every 4 years per adult female. Average litter size is 1.4 (n=10 litters) and the sex ratio of litters so far is 3F:1M (n=5 litters).

Photo 15. F121 leaving a rock hole alone. Observations suggest that she slept here overnight and did not return to this spot during the next 24 hours. Considering our observations of F121 with cubs in the past, this type of behavior was additional evidence leading us to believe she did not rear cubs during 2009.
Mortality

One mortality was documented during calendar years 2008 and 2009. M545 was the male cub implanted in the SW Montana during May 2008. On October 6, 2008 the telemetry flight indicated mortality. His body was retrieved on October 7, 2008 (Photo 16). The carcass was necropsied at the Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks lab in Bozeman. M545 had several puncture wounds, fractured ribs, and his back was broken in two places. He had been bitten and muscle bruising around the bite marks indicated that at least some bites happened before death. Thus, the cause of death was due to another animal, species unknown.

Photo 16. The mortality site of M545 in the Beaverhead Range, MT.

M56 in the Granite Mountains of central Wyoming. Location is in the far left portion of the upper photo.
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WOLVERINE (*Gulo gulo*)
M56’s tracks near Freighter Gap, Wyoming on his way to Colorado.